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High spatial and spectral resolution observations of star formation and kinematics in early
galaxies have shown that two-thirds are massive rotating disk galaxies1–5 with the remain-
der being less massive non-rotating objects2, 4, 6–8. The line of sight averaged velocity dis-
persions are typically five times higher than in today’s disk galaxies. This has suggested that
gravitationally-unstable, gas-rich disks in the early Universe are fuelled by cold, dense accret-
ing gas flowing along cosmic filaments and penetrating hot galactic gas halos9, 10. However
these accreting flows have not been observed11, and cosmic accretion cannot power the ob-
served level of turbulence12. Here we report on a new sample of rare high-velocity-dispersion
disk galaxies we have discovered in the nearby Universe where cold accretion is unlikely to
drive their high star-formation rates. We find that the velocity dispersion is most fundamen-
tally correlated with their star-formation rates, and not their mass nor gas fraction, which
leads to a new picture where star formation itself is the energetic driver of galaxy disk tur-
bulence at all cosmic epochs.
Understanding how these different kinematic states of star-forming galaxies fit together is
complicated by selection, surface-brightness and angular-resolution effects. Particularly at high
redshift, resolution is a major limitation. The resolution gain of adaptive optics has enabled kine-
matic observations of early disks but not all observations, even within a particular survey, have
taken advantage of adaptive optics2, 4, 8. Integral-Field Spectroscopy (IFS) (mainly of the Hα emis-
sion line, which traces star formation and kinematics) has shallower surface-brightness limits than
integrated spectroscopy. Kinematic observations are generally limited to the brightest (the char-
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acteristic Schechter luminosity L* or brighter5) high-redshift galaxies. Surface brightness is also
a strong function of redshift (proportional to (1 + z)4), and optical pass-bands commonly used
for imaging sample the restframe-UV. These effects often complicate comparisons between the
early and modern Universe. Finally, local IFS comparison samples are often selected from small
volumes and non-uniformly.
To quantify how these difficulties might affect previous results, we turned to the well-studied
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) to put kinematic galaxy states in the context of a large, uniformly-
selected sample. We undertook the first IFS observations of 65 star-forming13 galaxies at redshift
z ∼ 0.1. As active galactic nuclei interfere with Hα emission as a star formation tracer, they
have been excluded. (Further details of the selection criteria are in the Supplementary Informa-
tion). Observed galaxies have Hα luminosities of 1040.7 to 1042.6 erg/s and median of 1041.9 erg/s
and stellar mass range and median of 109.1 to 1010.9 and 1010.3 solar masses, respectively14. Be-
cause only bright (which we shall define here as LHα > 1042erg/s) objects are typically detected at
z ∼ 2, such objects make up half our observations despite representing only 3.2% of SDSS galax-
ies which otherwise meet our criteria. A broad selection illustrates the impact of surface brightness
and luminosity on our results and those reported for the high-redshift Universe.
Chosen galaxies were observed using the integral-field spectrographs SPIRAL15 on the 3.9m
Anglo-Australian Telescope or WiFeS16 on the ANU 2.3m telescope. Median seeing of 1.3” cor-
responds to a median spatial resolution of 2.3 kpc and the field of view is 10–40 kpc. This is
closely matched to high-redshift samples observed with adaptive optics, but with better spectral
resolution (λ/∆λ = 7000 to 11,500). Following standard methods, we fit a Gaussian profile to the
Hα emission-line spectrum at each spatial position in the reduced data cube. The free parameters
of the fit are velocity dispersion (width, corrected for instrumental broadening), flux (height), and
velocity (position). The velocity dispersion (σ) is a simple, model-independent measure of the
line-of-sight kinematics of a galaxy. Although there are many ways to measure it, we adopt the
flux-weighted local mean definition commonly used at high redshift 4, 7, 8:
σm =
∑
σpixfpix∑
fpix
(1)
where σpix is the standard deviation of the Gaussian fit to the Hα emission line in each spatial pixel,
and fpix is the Hα flux in that spatial pixel. This quantity measures the intrinsic velocity dispersion
of the HII star forming regions and their random motions independent of large-scale systematic
motions, such as rotation or orbital motion in a merger. Apparent velocity dispersion can also
peak where systematic motions change abruptly, such as the bright central regions of a disk galaxy
2
where the velocity curve is steepest. We demonstrate that this does not affect our results in the
Supplementary Information.
Unexpectedly, we find many disk-like velocity fields (Figure 1) with σm > 50 km/s (high
dispersion) among the galaxies with LHα > 1042 erg/s (high luminosity), very similar values to
those at high redshift. We use two simple, qualitative criteria common to high-redshift analyses6
to separate disks from non-disks based on their velocity and velocity-dispersion fields: (1) the
velocity field must have a typical “spider diagram” shape, and (2) the velocity dispersion must be
centrally peaked and fairly symmetric. Using these criteria all but six of our 17 objects at high
dispersion and high luminosity are kinematic disks. The broad-band SDSS images also show most
are disk galaxies, often with distinct bulges and disk components. This agrees with the picture that
most of the star formation in the local Universe occurs in disks17 and those disks forming stars
most rapidly are kinematically hot, just as in the early Universe.
We compare the distribution of our galaxies in σm and Hα luminosity (shown in Figure
2) with several existing data sets from the early4, 7, 8 and modern18–20 Universe where σm has
been measured in a comparable way (a summary of these data sets appears in the Supplemen-
tary Information). To check that surface-brightness dimming with redshift does not affect this
comparison, we have applied redshift dimming (to z = 2.2) and a surface-brightness limit (>
1016erg/s/cm2/arcsec2, half that reported for OSIRIS7) to our data and recomputed σm. We find
this affects our measure of σm by only 5–10 km/s. Furthermore, all of these comparison data
sets fall within the stellar mass range of our data. Remarkably, σm appears to correlate with Hα
luminosity above LHα = 1042 erg/s independent of redshift.
The Hα luminosity is directly correlated with the star-formation rate21 (SFR). However, dust
extinction in the galaxy can obscure some of this light, reducing the inferred SFR. Because dust-
correction methods differ between authors, we use the observed quantity LHα to provide a simple,
direct comparison between samples. In our sample, the mean flux ratio, Hα/Hβ = 4.13 (based
on SDSS fibre spectra) corresponds to a typical extinction at Hα of AHα = 0.78 mag22. This
correction has been included in the axis across the top of Figure 2 to give a rough scale to the
star-formation rate for these galaxies.
Although primordial galaxies have been interpreted as turbulent gas-rich disks2, 10, our results
suggest gas density does not drive velocity dispersion. Applying the Kennicutt-Schmidt Law23 to
invert our star-formation surface densities into gas surface densities, we can estimate the gas-mass
3
fraction (relative to stars and gas) for these galaxies to range from 0.05 to 0.7 (median 0.18). The
distributions of gas-fractions between high- and low-dispersion galaxies do not differ significantly,
nor do the gas depletion timescales of 3–6 billion years. The wide range in gas fraction over a
small range in luminosity is due to the wide range in stellar mass of these galaxies—stellar mass
does not correlate with Hα luminosity. Figure 2 shows that there is no correlation between stellar
mass and velocity dispersion. This implies star-formation rate is the important variable driving
different velocity dispersions, not mass nor gas fraction, at all redshifts.
These high-dispersion galactic disks in the local Universe are an unexpected find. Continued
detailed followup of these objects will shed more light on similar objects seen at high redshift.
Cold-flow accretion is unlikely to be the origin of the high velocity dispersions as this mechanism
is expected24 to shut down rapidly for galaxies at z < 2. The high velocity dispersions in low-
redshift galaxies then raise a question of whether cold-flow accretion is the appropriate mechanism
for high velocity dispersions at high-redshifts. Recent absorption-line measurements have found
no evidence for ubiquitous cold flows in the high-redshift Universe11. Our results suggest star
formation itself powers the turbulence through energetic feedback. Indeed, simulations show that
supernovae resulting from star formation can drive high velocity dispersions in the interstellar
medium25.
It remains necessary to provide a mechanism to fuel the high star-formation rates of these
galaxies. While the kinematics of our sample are not merger-dominated, there is evidence in the
optical morphologies for minor-merger features such as small, close companions or tidal tails,
many of which would be missed by current observations at high-redshift (e.g. panels f and j in
Figure 1). Fresh gas brought in by these minor mergers may drive the high star-formation rates.
These mergers could also inflate the velocity dispersions of the disks. The situation could be
similar in the early Universe; the minor merger mechanism has been commonly invoked to drive
the dramatic size evolution of red galaxies26, requiring minor mergers to occur frequently. Some of
our objects also show companions at large distances with luminosity ratios between 1:2 to 1:3. This
suggests gravitational tides could be compressing gas and inducing star-formation. Such a ‘fly-by’
mechanism would be considerably more important in the high-redshift Universe27 (because of the
high merger rate) and such objects could be massive, yet faint at optical wavelengths. Further study
of the high-dispersion local galaxies is warranted to determine the physical mechanisms operating.
These objects serve as rare reminders of the massive star formation that was so prevalent in the
Universe 10 billion years ago.
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Figure 1: Kinematic Pictures of Local galaxies
All panels show the SDSS broadband image (red is
∼750nm, green ∼625nm and blue ∼475nm), line-
of-sight velocity map, Hα narrowband image, and
line-of-sight velocity dispersion map. All are scaled
identically according to the scale at the bottom of the
figure. The maps are masked when the emission-
line fitting breaks down, typically at a 4σ significance
detection threshold. The green or red squares out-
line the field of view of the instrument in the images;
red corresponds to non-disk objects and green to
disk-like object. The broadband imaging of (a, b,
and d) show clear merger activity, while (c) may
have a merger axis close to the line of sight. Panel
(a) shows a relatively small velocity dispersion, de-
spite being a clear merger, suggesting that disper-
sion alone cannot distinguish mergers. Panels e-j
are all objects with high dispersions (σ > 50 km/s),
but which are considered disks by our criteria. We
emphasize these criteria are based on those typi-
cally employed on high-redshift observations6. (f)
is a clear disk, with both a blue disk and a red
bulge component visible in the broadband image.
(g) shows a velocity gradient and a weak central dis-
persion peak. This galaxy’s neighbour is 0.62 mag
fainter, and has a similar radial velocity. The pair
may ultimately become a major merger. (h) also
has a companion which may or may not be at the
same redshift. (i) shows two distinct clumps in the
broadband image, indicative of a major merger, but
still shows the clear kinematic characteristics of a
disk. Finally (j) shows what one might argue is the
signature of a disk in the kinematic data, but is a
clear merger, with long tidal tails in the image. With
the strong surface-brightness dimming with redshift,
these tails would likely be invisible in a similar galaxy
in the early Universe, and a disk interpretation would
be made.
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Figure 2: Distribution of galaxy velocity dispersion against Hα luminosity and stellar mass
Panel (a) shows the distribution of flux weighted mean velocity dispersion and Hα luminosity or star-
formation rate of galaxies in our sample and comparison samples at z ∼ 24,7,8 and z < 0.0118,19. The
error bar in the lower right shows the combined, median errors. Velocity dispersion errors are typically
±5–10% (systematic) and ±1–2 km/s (statistical), and luminosity errors ±10% (statistical). The variance
and error in velocity dispersion are discussed in the Supplementary Information. Panel (b) shows the same,
but plotted against stellar mass instead of Hα luminosity. The points are labeled according to the key in
panel (a). The comparison samples are described in the Supplementary Information. The positions of local
galaxies M5120 and M8228 are labeled. Dashed lines at σm = 50 km/s and LHα = 1042 erg/s separate the
different regimes described in the text. Velocity dispersion appears to correlate with Hα luminosity, but not
mass. Non-disk galaxies are highlighted with red circles, and are not distinguishable by velocity dispersion
or luminosity. The Hα luminosity is derived from the full aperture of our data cubes so does not suffer from
the large aperture effects common to SDSS fibre spectra.13 The brown dashed line in (a) is the Hα lumi-
nosity function of SDSS galaxies29 with the scale on the right for comparison and shows the space density
of star-forming galaxies declines sharply with higher luminosity.
